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Mack
attacks
ignorance

Local news
at a glanceVoter trends explored
POSC 315. Political Campaigns and Elections. a summer quarter seminar, will analyze voter behavior, politician
misbehavior and the rules of
election campaigns during the
first four-week session. Students will finish -the class by
making predictions about the
outcome of presidential and
congressional races.

•

by William Baldyga

News Editor
Listen for a few minmes to Carl
Bernard Mack's words referring to the
lack of knowledge people have about
African-American history: "ignorance," "stereotype," "fear," "the philosophy of people." These are all reasons he has heard.
It is no wonder Mack, a Seattle
Metro engineer, investigated further
into the history of his people and decided blacks needed to he educated on
the contributions of their culture.
"I got into the study of my race
because this white guy at work knew
more about my history than I did.''

Menus online
Dining Services has a page
at the university's web site,
where net-surfing diners can
see menus forlhe dining halls,
catering price lists, employment information, and send
comments via electronic mail.
The page's address is hllp://
tahoma.cwu.edu:2000/-dining.

Do not be alarmed
Central' s col lectio'n of
Macintosh computers have not
been affected by faults that
prompted Apple to issue a
"service alert" last week.
Donna Blanton. electronic
maintenance services manager. sai~ Apple will repair
any systems that display
symptoms described in the
alert. such as total system
freezes and monitor color
changes.

Have fun
Classes are canceled and
all campus offices will be
closed for the observance of
Memorial Day.Monday, May
27.

r

See MACK/page 3

Computers to ·cut credit evaluation time
by Brien Bartels

Assistant news editor
Academic Services' Degree Audit
Reporting System (OARS) produced
its first batch of credit evaluations in
a test run last week.
Sandra Oftedahl, the OARS
project leader, said the system should
be ready for most students to use by
next fall.
"It's supposed to take the guesswork out of trying to determine what
courses you need, and what you don't
need," Oftedahl said.

Central's existing system of.credit
evaluation takes about eight to I 0
weeks to complete.
Oftedahl said when OARS is fully
operational students will be able to
order an evaluation from the
registrar's office. Advisers will be
able to pull OARS r'eports off the
urriversity' s computer network during
meetings with students to track their
progress to:ward degrees or when students are "shopping" for a major.
"We don't mean for it to replace
advising, and I know that some students may think that it does, but it's

really a report specific to the student,"
Oftedahl said.
By 1997. students will receive reports from OARS prior to registration,
or when they enter into a major.
There are plans to install OARS at
Ccntral's web page.
But not everyone will benefit from
the technology. Because of the volume of data that must be transferred
into the database from paper files and
transcripts, transfer students are not
included in the system. Education
majors are not yet included, because
that department is changing its degree

requirements.
Oftedahl said next fall's transfer
students will he included in OARS.
and educatio"n majors will be included
at a later phase.
Registrar Carolyn Wells said Central decided to obtain the software
from Miami University for reasons of
price and quality. OARS cost around
$20.000. compared to $1 ~0.000 for
some systems.
"Of the schools that were usi~g
(crcdit'cvaluation software), they had
the most successful system," said
Wells.

Straight from the street-.. What do you think about Residence Living's decision to delay an announcement of four accounts of voyeurism?

Tim Floyd. junior, law and
justice
"I think the students have a
right to know that a person
is running around invading
their privacy."

Kim Hurst, junior, biology
"I u!1derstand it because you
don't want people freaking
out, but I think I would want
to know that I could be in the
shower without someone
peeping in on me."

Jeff McCord, senior,
geography
"If it was announced people
could watch out for him. I
doubt it would hinder the
investigation."

Jes~ica

Jones, freshman
''One of them was in my
dorm. There should have
been a warning. It would
have scared people but that's
better than being watched.'~

Doug Hansen, freshman
"I think l would let the
police handle it so they
could keep it from happening to someone else."
David Dick/photo editor

Pinched packs and mace
Monday, May 13, 8:40 a.m.
A 21-ycar-old woman's hack.pack
was taken from a desk at the library.
1nc ·\ictim's stuff ~as later f~nJqd. in
the soutlrn est corner of the litfrary.
however: $40. the hack.pack and her
C'Wt' identification card were mi"Ssing.
Monday, May 13, 11:20 a.m.
A 31-ycar-old woman said her '91
Oldsmobile was brnken into sometime
the night before. She reported her
purse had heen tali.en and estimated the
loss at $210. The vehicle was unlocked at the time.
Monday, May 13, IO p.m.
Police arc investigating the disappearance of $1.000 worth of stereo
co·mponcnts from SUB Rm. 214.
There were no signs of forced entry
into the room.
Tuesday, May 14, 6:30 p.m.
A 19-year-old man riding a motorcycle was contacted by police while
doing 45 mph in a 15 mph zone. The
driver was warned about not having an
endorsment and letting someone ride
on the back. A resident's complaint
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by William Baldyga

Friday, May 17, 3:20 p.m.
led police to the individual.
A 22-year-old man had his backWednesday, May 15, 8:50 p.m.
pack
stolen from the SUB' s games
An 18-year-old man was contacted
room
as he played a video game. The
and advised against selling magazines
estimated
loss is $176:
on campus. The man was selling subPolice
would
like to caution people
scriptions without permission from the
that
this
is
the
time
for increased backbusiness office.
pack
theft.
They
suggest
keeping an
Friday, May 17, 12 a.m.
eye
on
your
stuff
and
labeling
the con-·
Officers contacted a 17-year-old
man riding a bike recklessly in the area tents of your bag.
Saturday, May 18, 9 a.m.
of 8th Avenue. The police suspected
A 19-year-old man had the tires
the man to be intoxicated and as they
slashed on his '84 Chevy truck while
attempted to speak with him he fled.
Officers began a foot pursuit that it was in the N- I 9 lot. The damage to
led to the suspect getting subdued with . all four tires was estimated at $1,000.
pepper mace. The individual was ar- The police are still investigating the
rested and later released to his parents. case.

Central student awarded scholarship
by William Baldyga

News editor
A CWU student in the loss control
management major was the recipient
of the slate's most prestigious award
for students in that field.

Justin McPherren won the Fletcher
General Construction Loss Management Scholarship after beating out the
rest of the competition.
"Loss control is more than just
wearing a hard hat," McPherr.en said.
He said loss control students learn

Are you looking for an apartment
Spring, Summer, or Fall Quarter?

Anchor M Apartments
is now accepting applications for
Spring, Summer, & Fall quarters
Stop by the Anchor M office and .pick up an applic_ation, or
call 925-2725 for ·
more informaf!on.
1901 N. Walnut
Ellensburg ·

more than just physical safety in the
work place. The job also involves filling out paperwork and the handling of
claims, understanding insurance policies and the study of ergonomics.
"We try to create a work environment that fits the worker," McPherrcn
said.
The $1,500 award was given to
McPherren after he made it to the interview phase of the competition and
won.

These changes

will coaje into

· effect beginning in September
1997, Heckart said. Students en- ·
rolled now are not being affected
by these changes.
HAii these changes are to assess
the students," Jacobs said. ~·we
want students to relate them to and
build on other-classes."

Power pole issue could be over
Alcoholics
Anonymous
Meetings held every
Wednesday':
Noon, SUB 105
Monday & Friday:
Noon, SUB 107

south back to the existing line.
The actual route will be decided
during a teleconference between President Nelson and the Board of Trustees
next week . The time has yet to be
determined. The public is invited to
attend. For more information call
Barbara Radke at 963-2129 .

The administration has come up
with several options for the new power
pole route.
In a report assembled by Dick
Brown, science facili.ty project manager, he recomm.ended a route that
goes east across D Street, then along
. the Town Irrigation Canai, then turns

Cpen to all students, staff,
facuhy & community members

For more inforrnation stop
by the D.A.P.P.E.R. office,
SUB 106, or call 963-3213

Q.....

420 N. Pine

•

925-7726

Heal thwa~es Sa(#s ...
"Make:::rour
·-Memorial .Weekend Special!"
Get a jump on your bachelor's degree with-transferabl~ college courses in:
math, science, English, foreign languages, study skills and more.

rec features:
•:•
·:·
·:·
•:•

day and ~vening courses
·· · ,· · ··
courses offered in 4-week and 8-week sessions
' '
small classes, with individualized attention from highly skilled instructors
credit classes in four locatio~s: main campus, downtown Tacoma,
Gig Harbor and Tacoma Mall

•

50010 Off
Products and
Destress/Romance Room

HEAL THWAVES
"T1te Unique Boutique"
925-9702

306 S.

MAIN

IN PLAZA
ACROSS F'ROM

KFC
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Students could work all night
by Jo Lynn Draper
Staff reporter .
A 24-hour computer lab is one option the ASCWU-BOD and Computing Telecommunications Systems
(CTS) are proposing for next year's
technology fee.
The Board of Trustees will make
a decision on the technology fee proposal at the June meeting. ·
Brian Dolman, ASCWU president,
said he would like to see the 24-hour
computer lab open within a year after
initiation of the new fee.
"Until we could get a lab setup we
would try and use what we already
have," said Dave Storla, manager of
the academic labs for CTS.
Storla said the ASCWU-BOD in-

MACK: Talks
about history
From ·page 1
Mack said.

There ar~ mixed feelings from students about a 24-hour computer lab.
Most students. said a' 24-hour lab
would be good for the second half of
the quarter, but during the first couple
weeks of a new term hardly anyone
would be using the lab.
Student assistants like the idea of
having a 24-hour lab but only a few
said they would work the night shift.
"I don't think we need a 24-hour
lab," Toby Snider said. "The week
before finals week they should go (24
hours) and open more on weekends."
Most students agree a 24-hour
computer lab would take the pressure
off last-minute projects.
."I think it would be really great
because I know a lot of people up late
studying," said Skye Silcox, sophomore.

tluences where technology fee goes.
"We would envision a cooperative
effort working with what the students
want and what CTS is doing right
now," Storla said.
The 24-hour computer lab will
most likely be placed in the SUB and
have IBM and Macintosh computers,
Dolman saiq.
The computer lab can be staffed
full time using student assistants, or
part-time using a security device like
surveillance cameras when student
assistants are out, Storla said.
Computers can be rigged with a
box or a microchip that alerts Campus
Police wh~n a computer is disconnected. The University of Washington uses this system and has caught
people trying to take their computers.
said John Losey, student assistant.
~~~~~~~~~·;.,
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As the Crowd trl.ckled 1'n and out of
the SUB Theater during his lecture,
Mack hit them with a style they~~~~~~~~~~~~)'~(~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
seemed to be unused to -interaction.
''He who defines. rules," Mack
HIGH-INCOME SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES
said with increasing power as he
NEWLY AVAILABLE !
talked about the kinds of information
that schools and text books do not proBusinesses are quickly realizing the advantages of marketing
vide for _non-white cultures.
over the Internet. If you can sell prime Internet Web sites to
Mack spoke with enthusiasm
eager businesses in your home region this summer, you could
about the freeing of slaves and of the
realistically earn your entire academic bill by September,
possibly even as a second job. This is a one-time, real offer
roles other prominent figures played
from an ethical firm located in New Haven, Connecticut. For
in the growth of the nation. With
additional, detailed information, send email to:
wide-eyed interest, the audience folsummer96@netbeam.com
lowed him on his journey through history. That kind of interest by people
#Df'
J.fi
wanting to learn about their heritage
is exactly the reason he decided to do
the calendar, Black Heritage Day.
"When I got out of Mississippi
State I couldn't tell you 100 words
about my heritage," Mack said. ,
With his credit cards he spent
$25,000 of his own money to get the
first calendar off the ground. Each
page of the calendar tells of a different contribution made by an AfricanAmerican in the United States. Mack
explained that promotion for the calendar at first was easy because people
thought it was a unique idea. He reassured the audience that contributions by African-Americans should
have been no surprise since many
have achieved great success in the
fields they have chosen.
The calendars, with Black HeritageDay II now available, were a success.
Mack slowly brought 't~e · ~\vo'
hours to ~~lose; ~xp)aii:iing t~~t J\f- ,
rican-Americans need to take a look
t"ssence of Aveda Total hair care se1v1rt'S. with [)tJre
at more than just their history, but
flower and pla11t e>ssenc e>s c ustorn scler tcd !cir yollf
their future as well. He urged blacks
needs. Plus a complete co llect ion of gentle clf'zrns111g.
to stop referring to each other as
"bitch" and "nigger." The lack of reco n d 1t 1o n 1n g . c; t y i 1n g . f i 11 1s h 1n g a 11 rJ t re.a t rn e 11 t
spect involved with that practice. he
products All you need for shiny. he;-ilthy. lustrous
said, was part of the reason his own
ha1r-Aveda, pure a~d effective
culture could .not. get along.,
·' The philofoptiy of a people
should begin with themselves," Mack
THE ART AND SCIENCE OF PURE FLOWER AND PLANT ESSENCES
said.

NetBeam Internet Consulting

let it

shine

AVE·DA.

Hair Care

Enjoy you_r. threeday weekend!

j Skin Car e

I Natural Colour •• I Plant Pure- Fume• I B~dy Care

In a simulate~. exercise Military Scienc~ students rescued a downed
.belicopter pilpt . The rescue ~ook place during a Military ~cience I03

class~

Photo courtesy of Army lOTC
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c Big Buddy Mentoring
Cl)

E
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Program Coordinator

0

E
w

...c
...
en

• Develop program management skills.

Cl)

"'C

::s

• Enhance interpersonal skills.
• Make a significant contribution to
our community's youth.

O~

Apply now! Student activities: SUB 215 (509) 963-1691
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The Observer is a laboratory newspaper produced by students in conjunction
; with the school's communication department. The opinions here do not neces! sarily reflect those of the university. Unsigned editorials and cartoons represent
! the opinions of a majority ofThe Observer editorial board. Opinions expressed
u~ -'~!ters to the ~ditor are those of the author._
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

OBSERVANCE

. In memory of a·friend

Student slams Gay Pride Week

students need in order to understand ons morality."
To the Editor:
Eight years ago, when I was a raw Marine fresh out of boot camp,
I thought I had to wait to get to my
and accept homosexu~lity. Good stuff,
Kudos
to
Krista
Goodman
and
her
J met Lance Corporal Steve Bentzlin - my first squad leader. He
aspirations of leading GAtA in being fulJ blown diversity in action. My career before I'got Diversity Programwasn't the larger-than-life, gung ho, John Wayne type of Marine
a "fcit force" at Central. Its about time MGT 380 textbook should have his mLng, but I can get a head start here.
leader I had pictured he would be. He was actually a soft-sp9ken,
Central has a gay pride week. The last picture in chapter 15, Diversity in the Remember folks, being different and
intelligent man who made it his mission to train me - and the ~ther
I mean really differentjs O.K., in factthing we want is people ashamed of workplace.
newbies - in the art of war.
I can't wait to see what the forum its American. Baseball, Mom, appletheir gender identity, whatever it may
Bentzlin was a seasoned veteran, having served in exotic locaholds, but I have some ideas for next pie, and gay pride.
be.
tions like Guatanamo Bay, Cuba - though anyone having served
So keep your chin up, have pride,
Inviting internationally known, year. Speakers could talk on topics
such
as
"Traditional
family
values,
and
remember normality bites.
well
respected,
famed
author
of
countthere will tel~ you it's far from exotic. He taught me things you never
what
are
they
good
for?"
Or
else,
1
es
s
besr-selling
sexual
self-help
saw in the Guidebook for Marines - the Bible of the Marine Recruit
books, Dan Savage, and putting him in "How to combat conservatives, reli- Ward Bischoff
- or the School of Infantry. He taught me stuff that would help give
a dress is brilliant. That is exactly what gious groups, or anyone that champi- Student
me the edge to survive if I ever went into combat.
Before too long we went our separate ways, as was most often
the case in the Marines. I went on a six-month deployment with the
unit, while Bentzlin transferred to another unit before we left San
To the Editor:
cern , and I don't think that it was. rest efforts; someone needs to inform
Diego.
I am appalled at the decision that Notification would not have caused a everyone of the correct information.
We didn't see each other again until May of 1990. By then we
Residence Living made to keep the panic campus wide. If done properly, ·Chief Steve Rittereiser was quoted as
were both corporals - non-commissioned officers - ·and were both
notification of a Peeping Tom under every female on this campus could saying this man could never be
working toward becoming section leaders in our respective units.
their hats. The students of this cam- have been able to take the necessary booked, only cited and released. But
Bentzlin was over in the I st Battalion, 9th Marines - The Walking
pus. especially the ones that reside in action in protecting herself. Notifying further into the article it is stated that
Dead - as we called them. We talked about how he liked it over
the Residence Halls. should be the studentsofthesituationdoesnotcause the pol ice are close to making an armain concern of the campus staff. We needless worry. It is the right of ev- rest. Will this man every be arrested
there, people in the unit we knew . . . just general small talk as we .
are led to believe that this is a safe ery student, and the job of every staff for violating four girls lives? And yes.
caught up. We soon parted that day in May, 1990. and that was the
environment to reside in. Yes, there member on this campus to protect the he did violate them! Or will he just be
last time I saw him alive.
has not been a significanJ amount of students' life. I would have been ex- slapped on the wrist because he just
Two months later, while nursing a hangover in the Philippines I
problcms like this one that have taken tremely angry ifl was a victim of this watched them instead of touching
watched Iraqi tanks roll through ·Kuwait City on CNN. A month
place on this campus. But, it only man, and found out that the campus them physically? This campus needs
after that we were in the Persian Gulf.
takes one time to have a traumatic had knowledge that this was going on to get their priorities straight in who is
In mid-January we got the news that the Iraqis had attacked a
ending.
and had done nothing to protect any- the most important. By the action
small Saudi town called Khafji, and some casualties were. Marine~.
I am~hankful that none of the girls one else. We are not guinea pigs for taken it was not the safety of the .stuI didn't think much about it until I saw the casualty list - Corporal
involved in the four incidents were the CPST (Campus Problem Solving dents ?n this campus.
Steve Bentzlin was listed among the dead.
'
hurt. But what would this, campus · •:r~am) to.epeck an~.ev~luat~ .ttie'probThere are thousands of people like Steve _Bentzlin out there. Many . have come to if one of the.m had? :. , lei;n sol vi~& skills thy-Y,· hih·:e: a9~ired. Amy Goodall
Safety should have been the main conAs for the contradiction on the ar- Student
of you may know one - a grandfather who died at Guadacanal. an
uncle who was killed in Vietnam. a cousin in Somalia. On Monday, while you're at Lake Chelan, or back home. or wherever you
spend this three day weekend, take a moment to remember those

Residence Living balked

Off

Peeping Tom issue

Library late fees assessed against students - but .not teachers

people~~

\·

/~~,i.J---

~~

-Roh Kauder. Editor

LETTER WRITERS:
All letters must be submitted by 3 p.m. Friday before the week of
publication date. Letters must be typewritten and less than 300 words.
All letters MUST include your name and phone number for verification. Please write to the reader rather than to any specific person.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste.
Send letters to: Bouillon 222, Ellensburg, WA 98926, or bring them
to the newsroom (Bouillon 222, FAX 963-1027). You may also send
letters via e-mail to Observer@cwu.edu.

Dear Editor:
I returned some books to the library. Admittedly they were one day
past the grace period and was charged
two dollars per book for a late fee. This
much I somewhat expected although
the fcc seems a linl·e sleep. Throughout the day though my attitude soured.
I learned from the circulation department that teachers are not held to the
same scrutiny. When I asked a faculty
rnemher they said that there arc faculty
members who abuse this policy. Another faculty member said he even

knew of retired faculty that have had
books for over five years - yet are
never assigned fees. My concerns
comes because the books I checked
out were required texts for the class.
Bowever, I as the student must renew,
return and pay fees on books whereas
the faculty ·is seemingly privileged
from these same duties. Are ieachers
not able to perform such a minute
task? f'i. task they ask their own students to perform. Why should the
school expect a student to more readily
be_able to pay fines than a fully-paid

staff member of CWU? I ask the_Observer to print this letter so that the
school can be made aware of I ) the
miscommunication and 2) the blatant
elitist attitude of Central Washington
University that frees faculty from the
same fees it charges its students. As a
former teacher myseif, I CANNOT
understand the lethargy and apparent
unpreparedness of faculty that have
demanded for such a policy.
Kirk Loe
Student

_________Pag_eJ_
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Shumate achieves POSS I BLY· PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE
inf~my over
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS!
*ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
_-_div.e~s_ity issue: :. .: ·~d~~~~~~~t~5~~g~~:°' REF~:~~.~~:::::\/
As- a first -quarter .freshman at
CWU, I was appalled to read about
Vice President of Student Affairs Sa-

;
"

No' APPOl°NTM1NT~NECESS'ARY ·

-t'.1. ,\,._\-,A
·,t ' .\~ •.

ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE. CENTER
...
925-2273 ·
409 N. Pl NE ST.

·ti

THE WILLIAM 0. DOUGLAS

THE WILLIAM 0. DOUGLAS
HONORS COLLEGE
and
CENTRAL WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
present

'

LECTURES
in the
HUMANITIES

'

DR. TROY DU~lER .
Djrector of the Institute for'ttie Study'
of Social Change,
University of California, Berkeley

rahS~mme'soommentswhkhin~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

that an athlete's skin color is a determinant of their ability to sink three
point shots. The unfounded comments
contained in the article are a perfect
example of the misguided views of a
person desperately ignorant of the true
meaning or the term CULTURAL diversity. By perpetuating the culturally
stereotypical pigeonholing which has
plagued our country since its inception, Mrs. Shumate succeeds only in
placing herself in a position of infamy
similar to that created by the blatantly
biased political views of David Duke ·
and similar advocates of socially instituted defacto segregation. As a student, I fear that Mrs. Shumate is more
interested in regulating the amount of
· skin pigment to be found on the basketball courts at Central than in promoting equality and opportunity for
people from all walks of life. Comments such as Shumate's only serve to
support the misguided perception or
culturally inherent separateness which
keeps our nation from becoming a
unified country whose strength is best
demonstrated through celebration of
diversity and cultural interaction.
As vice president of student affairs.
it is Shumate' s job to represent the
interests of Central's student body. By
revealing her criteria for what constitutes a winning basketball team,
Shumate has displayed, perhaps regrettably, exactly what it is that matters most to her in her approach. to
regulating Student Affairs at CWU.
Such attitudes are harmful enough
when encountered in everyday interaction with fellow students; they represent an immediate threat to the equal
opportunity which Central claims to
promote when so ignorantly and brazenly flown as the representative attitude of our University. I have taken the
opportunity to write this letter not only
to voice my outrage. but al.so in order
· to apologize to the students of Central
for having to endure such racially biased comments so unbecoming of the
vice president of student affairs. I hope
that in the future our interests WILL
be unequivocally represented; until
then we must speak for ourselves or
endure the insults to our integrity
which thoughtlessly spew from the
unqualified mouths of such authoritative ignorance.

Mole\:;~.Jlar

SWdent Health and Coun5eluiq Center
5ummer Hour5
We will be open summer quarter, June 17thruAugust16,
fro~ 8:00 am to noon and 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm.
Anyone who has attended cwu during any of
the past 3 quarters is eligible for these services.
Please call for an appointment.

96~-1881
Coun5elU1q Center: 96~-l~I

Health Center:

Genetics Meets
the High Risk Family:
Emergence, Reductionism and
"Denkontextwegwischen''
Wednesday, May 29, 1996
7:30 p.m.
. Grupe Conference Center
CWU Campus
Open to the Public
No Charge for Admission

Troy Duster is the recipient of a Guggenheim
fellowship and a Senior Research Fellow
award from the Ford Foundation. He has been
a member of the Assembly of Behavioral and
Social Sciences of the National Academy of
Sciences, and is currently a member of the
National Advisory Council for Human Genome
Research. His latest book is Backdoor to
Eugenics, w~ich is about the social implicatior.s
of the new technologies in molecular biology.
Persons of disability may make arrangemenls for reasonable
accommodations by calling 509-963-1858 or by leaving a mes·
sage on TDD 509-963·3323. Cenlrat Washington University is an

"'"''Fc::rvr.t1.,, IY.IJ:!:5titution

Michael Elkins
· Student

Shumate· 'should
take over as
basketball coach
It is my opinion that ifDr. Shumate
does not fike the lack of color on the
rnen's basketball team she should take
over the position. As head ·coach she
could recruit. the types of players she
saw during March Madness. I welcome this move, I would be happy to
see players of such caliber take the
court at Nicholson Pavillion. These
top players would bring national exposure to our little school, and of course.
fewer losses on the court.
Adrian Brockway

Heve'.s fci.st-cichV\,g veL~ef
fvoV\A, tne -pve.s.suve of scnooL 1 c::;vcic{ucihV\,g
.seV\,~ov.s ClV\.-vl cwcid .studeV\.-t.S CClV\.- C\et .$400 "
cci.sn blllclz,.. o~ tVie -puvcnlll.se ov Le~.se of !/!V\,tj

.. .

2'coL V\,evv' F~rd er Mer·c~o 'JVl.
tVie Vii-gVi--pevfcvV\A,Cl V\,ce M t-{.stci Vl-~1 1
ClllLL 1-S?00-321-153b er· vi-.sLt oi,,o- vveb .si-te
lilt nttp: 11\.vww.foroLcovvL for· tVie ftA.LL stet t'J·

Th~s ~V\.-c.Lucte.s

BECAUSE YOUR BRAIN DOESN'T HAVE WHEELS.
• To De elig101e. you musl graduate with an associa!e's or bachelors degree. or be currently enrolled in graduate >chool between tO/t/94 and ti3/97 You rnust purcn.se 01 !easeyodr r.ewven1c l1 ili'tween 1 t96 1nd J,J•q; Snn!f' cusiomer and 'eh

· ieelG~,111v

teS'' 1wons appl~ S:>e 10111 Jeale1 '"'details
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---------SCENE __________
Japanese film and TV star attends .Central
by Lori Bigelow
Staff reporter

,·~-.··~

·.....

Mi1sunori Iwasaki, a Central student. pursuing his degree in international relations. is already a working
television and movie actor in Tokyo.
He· s Wl)rkcd with top names such as
Richard Gere and acclaimed producer
Akira Kurosawa.
··when I was 8 years olLL my
. grandmother found that my shy personality was interesting," Iwasaki
said ... She encouraged me to broaden
my horizons by entering into theater.'·
At the age of I 0. Iwasaki made his
television debut. which turned into a
difficult experience. TDree days be' fore his appearance, his ·grandmother
died.
"It was \'ery sad and difficult for
me," Iwasaki said. "She was my inspiration and she didn't get a chance to
see me work.''
When he was l 4 years old. Iwasaki
starred in the movie, "Rhapsody in
August,'' with Richard Gere, produced
by Akira Kurosawa.
"We would eat lunch and dinner
together, and sometimes play catch,"
Iwasaki said. "I was very impressed by
Richard Gere. Usually big actors and
actresses have huge egos. but he was
very kind and considerate."
: Iwasaki has also done other mov-

... ..·

..

Mitsunori Iwasaki (front left) came to Central to learn English and hopes to become a world renowned actor. Seen
here with his professors (left to right) Colleen Jaques, Cindy Green, Scott Schrocoler, Stephanie Johnson, Sharon
Willaby and Kent _DeVault.
Erin Drebis/Observer
ies including "Dreams," a film with
short stories.
He has done several television programs including "The Yen Family," a
very popular show in Hong Kong, and
eigh~

"Seventeen," a story about seven high
school students.
However, Iwasaki doesn't want to
be limited to just working in Japan.
He said he is aiming for world recog-

muon. That is why he has come to
Central. Through the Asia University
America Program (AUAP), lwasaki's
Asian University placed him here, and
he was very happy with ~he decision.

"CWU teachers are very kind and
happy," he said.
Iwasaki said he really enjoys living
in America and will miss it very much
when he goes home on July 23.
"The sun in Ellensburg feels so
good," Iwasaki said. "In Japan it's
very humid and you just sweat a lot."
If he could stay in America he
would, but iii Japan, he has a lot to do
as an actor.
For the remainder of his stay in
America, Iwasaki is looking forward
to spending time with the friends he
has made, and possibly making time to
practice his hobby, the drums.
"Iwasaki and three other students
want to perform at the SUB," Scott
Schroeder. of AUAP said. "We are
looking into the last week of June."
Iwasaki prefers to play rock, but he
said it may be too loud for the SUB.
Until school is out, this multi-talented actor/perforl'T!er said he will
study.
He understands English well, but
said Ws difficult putting his feelings
into words.
"Not everyone has the opportunities Mitsunorl has," said Schroeder,
who serves as Iwasaki's interpreter.
"He doesn't know how to explain it,
·but not ·everyone can achieve to become a good performer."
"I have the desire and the luck to
do it," Iwasaki said.

Mrs. Winterbourne sizzles in the spring
-by Sarah Petty
Staff reponer
"Mrs. Winterbourne" is a great film
for the summer. Starring Shirley .
MacLainc ("Steel Magnolias,"
''Guarding Tess"). Ricki Lake. and
Brendan Fraser ("Encino Man." "With
Honors''), this light-hearted romantic
comedy is a great way to spend a relaxing afternoon or evening. This film
is about a young woman who wrangles
her way into high society by pretending to be the daughter-in-law of an
aristocratic matriarch.
Most of the film is done as a flashback to events prior to the beginning
of the movie. Connie, (Ricki Lake),
runs away at the age or 18 to New
York City to give her fighting parents
''more room." During her first day in
the Big Apple. she meets Steve, a car
stereo thief. He takes her in and they
share a stHnewhat pleasant relationship until Steve learns that Connie is
pregnant. Steve 'is a jerk who won't
have anything to do -with Connie or the
baby. Sl). with no home and no

money, Connie is left with one
choice-to live on the street.
While on her way to a homeless
shelter on the other side of town,
Connie is accidentally whisked onto a
train heading for Boston. This is
where she meets Hugh, (Brendan
Fraser), and his wife, Patricia, who is
also expecting a baby. The train
wrecks. killing both Hugh and his
wife. Connie wakes up in the hospital having already delivered her child.
Somehow, she is mistaken for
Patricia. "Connie" is pronounced dead
' while "Patricia" goes home to Boston
to meet her in-laws. Much to Connie's
surprise. Hugh has a twin brother Bill.
(also Brendan Fraser), who is suspicious all a~ong about his "sister-inlaw' s" identity, while Mrs.
Winterbourn (Shirley MacLaine).
w~lcomcs Connie and her baby with
· open arms. From there. the movie is
filled with humor and hilarious sarcasm.
The casting for this movie couldn't•
have been better. Who else but
MacLainc could play the part of a

stubborn yet comical and witty old
woman? Who else is more fitting for
a "rags-to-riches" storyline than Ricki ·
Lake? Besiqes a few annoying moments of bad acting, Ricki does a wonderful job playing a "Pretty Woman"
type of character.. She wants to be
gracious and feminine, but she hasn't
had any experience. After only a few
weeks of pretending to be a Winterboume, she learns the ropes.
Nearing the end of the 'movie,
Steve, the car stereo thief, learns that
Connie is really alive and well in Boston. He pays her a visit and torments.
her with threats that lead to the action
that the movie opens up with.
As everyone knows, nothing lasts
forever. Connie's cover is blown, and
it is uncertain if she'll still be welcome
in the Winterboume home. But the
movie ends on a touching note. and the
audience is left with a warm happy
feeling.
· Guys, don't be deceived! This is
not a "chick flick." I enjoyed it and I
think, if men give this movie a chance.
they will enjoy it too.

Jewish Student Organization at Central
norance about Judaism on campus."
Subrina Mansfield, the president of
JSO, said.
They plan to have acti\:itics such as
The Jiversity ofCentral's clubs has movies, game nights. outdoor activijust expanded. There· s a new club . tics and trips to Temple Beth Shalom
joining the Central family: the Jew- in Yakima.
ish Student Organization (JSO).
..Many students experience feelThis is the first Jewish cluh ever ings or isolation and fear when leavformed at Central.
ing home," Joanna Wilner, a club
"One main purpose or this duh is member. saiJ. "We want to offer a
1
0 put tlUl inlmmation to get rid of igrun, informal support network to both

~y

Mindy Goldfarb
Assistant Scene editor

Jewish and non-Jewish students."
The club participates in informal
s.habatt services on Friday nights and
is currently working toward increasil1g
membership.
"It is never too late to learn about
your religion or to learn more about
another religion in a fun atmosphere,"
Mansfield said.
For some good fun and the chance
to learn a little about Judaism call
Sabrina Mansfield at 963-8682.

For Central's first Gay Pride Week, Dan Savage, sex advice columnist for
The Stranger newspaper, radio talk show host, and yes, drag queen. made
an appearance at the Central Cafe, May 15. For two hours Savage
fielded questions from an audience who were brought to roaring laughter
many times. and also enlightened about what it means to be a gay
person in America.
Te~ple A. Stark/Observer
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Arazor, an arboretum, and two dudes release new CDs
it lacks the individuality that songs, this would be fine, but us- These two extraordinary singers put their
voices together .I ike no other duo.
might make it great. Few of the ing it in most is overkill.
songs on the album could stand
If you don't like any songs on Brooks and Dunn have claimed the
alone .
an album to stand out and just want Country Music Association's "Duo of
Many of them left me wonder- some music for background noise, the Year," for the last four years. and
ing if Soundgarden wasn't just re- I highly recommend picking this were one of the top live grossing live
country acts in 1994-95.
playing the same ~ong at different up.
Their previous hits such as "'Boot
tempos. It's difficult to know
Scootin
Boogie," have brought people
when one stops and the next begins
visions
of
line dancing. In their new CD,
unless you' re really paying attenBrooks
and
Dunn have come up with
tion.
something
comparable
called, ''Redneck
In a recent interview,
Cover courtesy of Sos Records
Rhythm
&
Blues."
This
song has the
Soundgarden said that they never
same
fast
tempo,
and
upbeat
lyrics as
even rehearsed most of the songs
"Boot
Scootin
Boogie."
on the album before they recorded.
Brooks and Dunn arc moving up on
It shows.
the
country charts with the new hit
Some parts that incorporate
by Lydia West
single
''My Maria." This song gives its
great melodies and some good harlisteners
a chance to hear a variety of
Staff reporter
mony, bur most of the tracks sound
mstruments
.. Many people enjoy this
gritty and the lyrics are garbled.
Gillette, a rap artist originally from
song
becau~e
or its upbeat tempo and fun
Were they recording in a closer or
New Jersey, recently released her seclyrics.
This
isn't
a stereotypical country
something?
ond album, "Shake Your Money
tune,
this
is
a
song
that will get you on
I thought about five songs out
Maker." The 21-year-old performer's
your
feet.
of the 16 were worth a listen.
1995 debut album, "Gillette On the
This CD provides a variety of music
They include "Burden In My by Jamie Thomas
Attack," featured the hit song "Short .
to listen to. Not only upbeat songs. but
Hand," "'Blow Up the OutsLde Staff reporter
Short Man" (radio version).
also some mellow ones, such as 'Tequ~la
World."
"Switch
Opens,"
There is no question that her new
After selling 12 million albums and Town.'' It's a bit on the slow side. but
"Overfloarer," and "Boot Camp."
album falls into the dance category. A
20 111ajor industry awards, great if your in the mood for some T.L.C.
None of these are what I would over
pervasive technotronic pulse throbs
I really enjoyed this CD. not only ·
call incredibly moving, but they Brooks and Dunn are still one or counthroughout each and every song. I
try music's favonte duos around. because of the upbeat tempo. but the
all had some pretty nice aspects.
don't think you'd pop this one in to
"Switch Opens." for instance Through the years Brooks and Dunn mixture of slow and fast songs. The pace
wind down.
has good percussion and a really have recorded four outstanding country of each song was a little different, which
While the music keeps your rump
nice melody along wi!h some great CDs, and in 1996, they have done it made it fun for me to listen to. Overall
shakin ·, that idea also seems to be the
the CD was a hit to my ears. Country
vocal harmony. The vocals again.
main focus of most of the songs. The by Lydia West
-Brooks and Dunn have produced a music is alive, and well with the help of
sounded almost like additional inwords "shake," ··rump," "butt," and
brand new smash album, "Border Line." Brooks and Dunn's "Border Line."
struments in parts.
Staff reporter
"rear" comprise the bulk of the lyrics.
Soundgarden also used some
Someone's "butt" is always being disSoundgarden' s new release, pretty uncharacteristic instruments
cussed. The theme gets·a little old to
"Down on the Upside," can best be on this album, which is refreshing,
say the least.
described as hypnotic monotony. · such as a mandolin in "Ty Cobb."
''This is more of a partying, assThe sound of the album gives a
They also involved a lot of amshaking album," Gillette said in a resense of Soundgarden's style, but · plification of the vocals. In some
cent interview.
Really?
The song. "Georgie Porgie," puts a
new twist on an old nursery rhyme.
"Georgie" is described as a Brady
Bunch wannabe with a bad haircut,
platform shoes. and a '73 Cadillac. No
wonder when he kissed the girls he
made them cry.
'~ ""' - ' ... .1•, ' J'
The theme of the album is mostly
sexual with songs such as ''2 Minute
Brother" (use your imagination),
"Bounce" (she's not talking about a
Ever)lone s Cot-tting... Yow Cetn t Miss This!
rubber ball), and "Do Fries Go With
21 or Older
No Cover Charye!
That Shake?" You get the idea. Does
every single song have to be about the
same thing? I know sex sells, but get
a couple of original ideas. Gillette.
I admit that I found myself dancing a few times, and it's a good album
if that's what you're looking for, but
it doesn't distinguish itself greatly
...... : . .... . .• 724
from the countless other technotronic
dance albums.

Gillette·

You could slap a different name on
this puppy and never really know the
difference. There's nothing notably
individual about her style.
The song "Oop's Too Late" easily
takes the door prize for most annoy.ing song of the year. The obnoxious
whine of "Oops too late, I'm all over
your baby" is ju~t a little too much for
my nerves.
If you're planning to open a dance
club in your dorm room. this may be
a wise investment for you. Otherwise,
the repetitiveness of this album.could
easily drive you to the point of insanity.

Brooks and Dunn

Soundgarden

End of Duarter

1.1ve:

SPECiAl

Thwrs114~, M4)f 30 10:00 P"'

2 Crisp. Tacos
-Small Mexi Fry
22 oz. Soft Drink

I

111•

Taco Time
~2!~sh~~;4~00

LouAnne
Johnson
-

Now Renting
2 Bedroom
Units
Laundry Facility
on site
(509) 962-5508
501 E. 18th Street
Ellensburg, WA

.

Thursday, May_23~ 1996
7:30 McConnell Auditorium
Central Washington University
ADA/EEO/AAmtle Institution

TDD (509) 963-3323

Thiseventistreeotcharge.

Sponsored by: ASCWU Student Activities, SUB Administration
Residence Living, Residence Hall Council, University Rookstor:,
Women's Resource Center, Augmented Program, Enrichment Program.
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One-act plays .to premiere

Up and Coming
-'w Th. W&&~

°" ~y :JS ~ f'\cay·

30
1

by Bonnie Hughes
Staff reporter

(·

~Tu.s,ciy.. ~'I .?I
1-2 p.m., Sam's Place (SUB)
Spanish Conversation Group

-

1-2 p.m., Sam's Place (SUB)
Spanish Conversation Group

-

5 p.m., SUB 204
Women's Student Organization

-

5:30 p.m., Counseling Center
S.T.E.P.S Meeting

...

7 p.m., SUB 104
Speaker: Mr. Evan Mehlenbacher,
CSB.
"Success, Breaking Through the
Barriers"

6 p.m., SUB 204

7:30 p.m., McConnell Auditorium
Speaker: LouAnne Johnson
"Power of Choice in Education"
no charge

6 p.m., SUB 209

...

-

8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
Concert: Wind Ensemble
Conducted by: Larry Gookin

ftt•'ey.. ~'I ""'

PRSSA
Speaker: Steve Dahl of Steve Dahl
and Associates

GALA Meeting

-

...

7 p.m., Mary Grupe Center
Chi Alpha Meeting

...

8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
Junior Recital:_ Dan Maher
Piano

11 p.m., ECTV Cable Channel 2

"Central Underground"
Conceptualized and produced by:
Central students

-

9:30-1:30, The Buckboard
Live band: Longshot
no cover

5 p.m., Bouillon Rm 101
National Broadcasting Society

...

6 p.m., Studio East Dining Hall
Residence Hall Council Meeting
9 a.m.-5 p.m., Fort Steilacoom, Tacoma
Third Annual Civil War Encampment
and Battle Reenactment
F.M.1.-John Strand (963-7405)

...

3 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
Joint Recital: Nathan Gibbens & Steve
Gale
Percussion
.
Senior Recital: RuthAnna Vancleave
Soprano ,

...

6:30 p.m., ECTV Cable Channel 2
News Watch
Produced by: C entral Students

-

comes out.
"When the director chooses your
play, he comes to you and says what the
concept is and direction he is going to
take, but this is more of a courtesy.'"
Whatley said.
·
The one-act productions are produced in conjunction with a number of
theater a1ts cl asses. All students who are
majors of the program are required to try
out for parts in the play.
The directors. who choose what
plays will be produced, are all enrolled
in directing classes. The student playwrights wrote their productions in
Playwright's Workshop. The filmed
plays are done in conjunction with the
acting for film !_tnd television class.
Each performance lasts about 30
minutes with a I 0 minute intermission
in between. For more information call
the theater box office at 963- 1774.

extraordinary people, they are just everyday people who have these things happen to them."
Senior Jeremy Sonney, director of
"On Tidy Endings," said that along with
serving as a learning tool, producing student-written plays offers an additional
advantage.
Sonney said the purpose of one-acts
is so directors and writers can see their
work performed and then go back and
retool them as needed.
"The original play program allow the
students to not only write a play but to
see it produced," theater department
chair Wesley Van Tassel said. "A play
has to be produced to see if it works. It
isn't even a completed entity or piece of
art until it is produced."
While the playwrights are al!owed to
sit in on rehearsals, they don't actually
have a say in how the fi nal product

7:30 p.m., Shaw-Smyser 115
Ma rketing Club
Speaker: Scott Michelson, AMA
Puget Sound Chapter President

-

8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
Faculty Trio Concert: Dr. John
Pickett; Ms. Carrie Rehkopf-Michel
& Mr. John Michel
S3 Schlorship Donation

...

-

9:30-1:30, The Buckboard
Live band: Longshot
no cover

8:30 p.m., The Buckboard
Tight-Fitting Jeans Finals
no cover

Godfathers\! Pizza.

...

Adeline's Ladies Night
25 cents offall drinks

"Come try my delicious original thick crust pizza!
It's Pizza, the way pizza was meant to be!"
(~~;~:-.,)

9 a.m.-5 p.m .. Fort Steilacoom, Tacoma

Third Annual Ci'\·il War Encampment
and Hattie Reenactment
F.M.1.-John Strand (963-7405)

...

8 p.nt .• Hertz Recital Hall

S<Sphom tu'e Recital: Angela Schuster
Vio lin
' ·' 1

1-2 p.m., Sam's Place (SUB)
Spanish Conversation Group
~.

5 p.m., SUH 204

~

.' '

.•

Women's Student Organization

...

~~cay.. ~'I

James Austin and Sara Hill practice for. the one-act plays to premiere May 30
and 31 in the Tower Theater.
Shantal Chase/Observer

...

6 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall

9 p.m., Austin's Eats
Live band: Hollow Men
S3

- A series of one-act plays will be per:
formed at Tower Theater beginning at 8
p.m. on rVfay30 and 31. Students as well
as the general public will be able to see
"Graceland," "On Tidy Endings," and
"Rosenthal Pumpernickel" for a $1 donation.
In addition, two filmed performances
will also be shown. These are "Dueling ·
Banjos" and "He Gave Me the Moon."
A public showing of the two filmed
plays will be held at 7 p.m. on May 29
· in Shaw Smyser. The specific room has
yet to be determined.
The one-act plays are directed by,
performed by, and in some cases, written by Central students. This year three
plays have been written by students:
"Rosenthal Pumpernickel" and "He
Gave Me the Moon," both writlen by
junior David Whatley, and "Dueling
Banjos" written by senior David Shoup.
"He Gave Me the Moon" is about a
boy who runs away after his twin brother
commits suicide. Ultimately, he returns
home after meeting up with four homeless men. Originally, Whatley wrote this
play as a poem. Like many artists, he
was inspired by personal tragedy.
"One of my good friends accidentally shot himself in the head when I was
in high school," Whatley said. "I just
added the homeless people as a tool."
Mimi Rodgers, who plays Willy in
"He Gave Me the Moon," said she had
hoped to be cast in this play.
"I know the playwright and really
admire his work," Rodgers said. "What
really touches me about it is these are not

71

'

8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall ·
Brass Choir Performance
Conducted by: Dr. J effrey Snedeker

tJO
SL.~OOLll

-

Ellensburg
.506
S.
Main
St.
'·".. "' -,, ;, . :962~'1111
'

Doubles Deal-T Larg;2-Topplng, - - Jum ,,,;- - Family Meai I· ·
· or
I
C'>mbo
· :MedlumSpedalty:
Buy a Medium Specialty Pizza I
$ gg
I
I and a Medium 1-Topping Pizza I
I •Over
•SS% Bigger Than A Large!
2nd Pizza Only $7
1.Pound Of Cheese!
and get a FREE Small Cinnamon I
(
J
I
.
Over 18 Inches Across!
1
1
1
equa or esser vs ue
I Streuse! Dessert Pizza!
Specially Pizzas:
I Loaded with Pepperoni, Sausage,
Pizzas:
Combo. All Meat Combo, Taco.
I Combo,Specialty
II Bacon
All Meal Combo, Taco,
Cheeseburger, Vegetarian. I
Beef, Mushrooms. Black Olives,
Humble Pie & Hot Stuff
Onions and Mozzarella Cheese!
I Bacon Cheese~urger. Vegetarian.
Humble Pie Hot Stuff
I ·
I
I
I
I
I :.,~v!::~::~~~~=~~S:
=•==.~=~=~
~~~~~=:Hva:':!:::!;

$1399

9 a.m.-5 p.m., Fort Steilacoom, Tacoma

Third Annual Civil War Encftmpment
and Battle Reenactment
F.M.1.-John Strand (963-7405)

Anyone interested in getting information in the calendar needs to submit it to
Bouillon Hall. Rm. 222 by 4 p.m. on Friday the week before publication.
Produced b : Laura Lucchesi
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-------------------------------------------Women's rugby ·team takes fifth at ·nationals
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the nation at the national champion- team to use two
ships, Jenny Voigt and Kirsten Fengler players who
were named t9 the All-American had minimal
playing experiIt has proven to be a year of firsts Team.
"I
was
amazed,"
said
Voigt.
"It's
ence.
for the Central Washington University
an honor being selected as an All"It was hard
Women_'s Rugby Club.
American
even
though
I
have
only
'
on
our mentalThis is the first year the team has
played
two
seasons.''
she
said.
Both
ity
to find out
officially become a member of the
Voigt
and
Fengler
will
attend
developTerry
couldn't
Pacific Coast League, the first year the.
team has won a league championship, mental camp in Connecticut and re- play five minthe first year the team has gone to ceive certificates from the Rugby As- utes before the
game, Voigt
compete for the national champion- sociation.
After arriving in Colorado late said.
ships. and the first year the team'has
Lorenz said
had two players named .to the All- Thursday night . the team scurried to
check-in, not into their hotel, but into that Central's
American Team.
..
When the Central Washington Uni- the women's rugby officials. "Every 29-0 defeat
versity Women's Rugby Club started player has to show their C.l.P.P. cards could be attribits sea.son, all of them imagined hav- that show you paid your rugby dues. uted to the
ing a great year. When the club that you have insurance and that you team's reaction to Terry not being able
boarded a plane heading for Colorado are eligible to play," said player Angie to play.
"She's our team captain, our
Springs, Colo., on May 2, it's safe to Lorenz. An official could not be
say none of them imagined playing for found, leaving the team to check-in a leader, our key player," Lorenz said.
"We needed to adjust."
half hour before the contest started.
the national rugby championship.
And adjust they did. In Saturday's
Before the team's loss to Ratcliff
On the weekend of May 3-5, the
women's team capped off a success- officials ruled that D. Terry, the team's match against St. Benedict college.
ful season by adding another accom- captain and starting prop player. was Central came out and blanked St.
plishment to their list. The CWU ineligible to play, saying that her eli- Benedict 22-0.
"We watched these guys play beWomen's Rugby Club placed fifth in gibility had expired. This forced the

by Lisa Allen
Staff reporter

Captain D.
Terry and
Heather Balch
practice blocks
a few days
before the
team's trip to
nationals in
Colorado
Springs where
they grabbed
fifth.
Temple A. Stark/
Observer

fore and knew going in that we were
bigger and stronger. The intimidation
we felt before was gone and it was
back to basics," Voigt said.
In the team's final match against
Virginia Tech on Sunday they were
tired and sore but still managed to play
intense rugby. Virginia Tech led by
three before Voigt made an impressive
penalty kick to tie the match.

··we knew we were better than
them but we just couldn't convert,"
Voigt said.
The match remained tied until Jen
Wengel scored in the final thirty seconds giving the team an 8-3 win and a
fifth place finish in the championships.
''I may have been the one to set the
ball down to score," said Wengel.
"But it was the whole team who scored
that day, " she said.

Baseball season
has dismal finish
by Mike Parker
Staff reporter
Central baseball wrapped up a disappointing season last week. after losing their last seven games, and finishing with a 19-27 record.
Despite the losing year. many
Wildcat standouts had a seasons to be
proud of. that they will nor soon forget.
Streaking around the base paths,
senior right fielder Dana Beckley stole
27 bases this year. Beckley need~d
only a pair of stolen bases, in the last
five games, to break a record set by exmaj or leaguer Bill North when he
played for Central in 1969. Beckley
also tied with a pair of teammates for
the team home run title.
Along with Beckley, junior first
baseman David Blockinger and senior
third baseman Steve Poler each hit

three home runs during the season.
Remarkably, two of Poler's three
home runs were grand slams.
Blockinger led the team in overall
batting and slugging averages. He had
47 hits in 131 at bats to earn a .359
overa'll batting average. Blockinger
also managed Central's longest hitting
streak of the season, getting at least
one hit in l 0 consecutive games.
When asked about his achievements,
Blockinger was modest.
"I got hot for about a month, that's
all you really need," Blockinger said.
Poler and Beckley finished the season with the second and third highest
batting averages on the squad. Poler,
who played·in 45 of the 46 games this
season, averaged .333, and Beckley.
who missed three games. ended at
.329.
From the mound, 'Central' pitchers
saw some heavy arsenal this season.

Central put its bats to rest as the team closed the season with a 19-27 record.
However. their efforts proved on many
occasions to be too inuch for the competition.
Wildcat pitcher Jeff Beaton managed to maintain.the lowest ERA on
the pitching staff. 3.60. Beaton
pitched in six games during the season
to earn two wins and a save.
Also winning a pair of games and
earning a save for the 'Cats was Lee
Blechschmidt, who had an ERA of
J:g9 after pitching in lO games.
The starting pitchers' style didn,'t

always resemble Randy Johnson's,
and they were often taken out early.
Thanks to the arm of Ryan Krueger the
Wildcats were·able to claw their way
out of games that they otherwise may
have lost. Krueger pitched a season
high 19 games, with only two starts,
and managed lo earn four saves. He
had an ERA of 5.14 at the season's end
and a win-loss record of 1-2.
Krueger also earned Far West Region Pitcher-of-the-Week honors in
early April.

David Dick/photo editor

Though Krueger had a hand in the
most games for Central, the most innings pitched betonged to Mark
Stewart.
Stewart pitched in an impressive
61. l innings last season. keeping an
ERA of 4.26. He can also be credited
with the most win for the squad, earning a 5-3 record for the year.
Next year's team should be able to
out-do this year's. Blo~kinger is optimistic about his last season with the
Wildcats.

Nationals beg.in today··. for "ir.ack team
by Paula Bailes
Staff reporter
Central is sending its top track and
field athletes to compete on the national level May 23-25. Ten men and
women will represent Central in Atlanra. Ga.
Senior Eric Tollefson qualified in
the steeplechase in April at the Lewis
and Clark Invitational with a time of
9: 12.22. Tollefson achieved the fastest time in school history. The following week he qual tfied in the 10.000

. meters with a time of 14:33.37.
"It's a physical drain to do all
three," Coach John Picha said. "He
will focus in five and 10."
Senior Jay Spears is competing in
the 400 meters. He qualified at the
Lewis and Clark Invitational with a
time of 47:86. The fourth fastest in
Central's history. Spears has been
nursing a sore hamstring, but is ready
to run.
Sophomore Tony Hoiby earned a
national spot at the University of Puget
Sound Sh'otwcll Invitational. He

Senior Rebecca Hill was the only
placed first in the discus with a throw
of J 63-8; beating his previous best by woman to qualify for the Wildcats.
She qualified at the Pacific Northwest
11 feet.
Junior Kirk Palmberg will repre- regional meet in the 1500 meters, placsent the Wildcats in the decathlon. ing fourth with a time of 4:41.13.
Palmberg qualified at the MultiThe trac~ and field team will also
Events held earlier this month winning be taking along athletes as open-en!ry.
with 6,321 points.
Although these individuals do not
Senior BJ. Wilson was qualified to _qualify to compete at nationals. the
compete in the decathlon, but was track and field coaching staff said they
bumped out of the top 16. The 6,210 . were able to compete at the national
points he earned was enough to hold level.
For the men. sophomore Loren
his spot. He will however, compete in
Myers will compete in the 400 meters
the javelin at nationals.

and freshmen Chris Courtney will
compete in the I 00 and 200 meters .. In
field events, junior Joe Pearce will
throw in the discus.
For the women, senior Veronica
McGuire will compete in the high
jump and junior Megan Prkut will
compete in the heptathlon.
"We wouldn't take them if they
wouldn't do well," assistant coach
Charlie Smith said.
Freshmen James Day was to compcte in the steeplechase. but had a
class conflict with the trip to Atlanta.

Observer

Intramural golf
season soars
like an eagle
is added to the ordinary game of golf.
This week the challenge was to beat
Staff reporter
Rob Gimlin, director of the ISP.
The weather has not affected the Qimlin went out first to play the 18
intramural golf tournaments that are · holes, and then the players tried to beat
his score. Those that did received $5.
held every Monday at l p.m.
Each week there are prizes given
"The weather has been miserable
with the wind and
out to th~ players.
rain. but they get
Mace said it usuout there and play
ally goes to the top
each
week,"
five low net scores
Bruce Mace, the
·and top gross
Intramural Sports
scores .
. Program CoordiGay said that
nator, said.
they receive dif- ·
"There
is
ferent prizes for
sometimes only
first, second and
20 on the list, and
third places. First
the next week
place gets a hat or
there will been 50
$6 gift certificate
to 60 names, deto the Pro Shop,
pending on the
second is generweather," Jeff
ally $4, and third
Gay, ISP golfer,
place usually resaid. All you
Bruce Mace ceive_s about $2.
need to do to reg"What I usuister for these tournaments is pay $5 ally do is just save up the money and
to the Pro Shop and call Ellensburg buy things like golf balls and stuff,"
Golf & Country Club for your tee Gay said.
There will be no tournament on.
time.
To add variety to the game each Memorial Day and the final tournaweek there is a different challenge that ment is 1 p.m., Monday, June 3.

by Kristy Yingling

,.

Bryan Jones. junior, putts at the 3rd hole. Jones endured the round finishing with a 57.

Temple A.· Stark/Observer
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Intramural softball champions finally emerge
by Tresie Eagle

Staff reporter
The intramural season ended last
week as two teams emerged ~o claim
the championship. Kamikazes defeated Justin Gurnsey 10-9, in the coed division and The Riches beat out
One Too Many, 22-19 in the mens.
"We never quit, we just battled to
the end," Kamikaze and The Ric~es'
Donnie Bartel said. Bartel can speak
for both teams, because he played right
center field for the Kamikazes and first
baseman for The Riches.
Going into the co-e~ championship
game, Bartel said he hoped the men on

I

their team would be able to hit as well
as the women had._
Kamikaze Mandi Knisley said a lot
of success was due to everyone's·support for each other.
"The women really carried us, especially to the end," Bartel said. "It
wasn't until then that I knew we could
win since we had been behind most of
the game. Then Mike Thompson hit
the ball."
Playing on both teams, Thompson
and Joe Clayton felt even more
psyched fc;>r victory in the men's division after winning the co-ed division.
··1 always had a good feeling about
the men's team, because I knew most
of the player's well, and I knew our

LINDEi CHIROPRACTIC

~ENTER

DR. MYRON LINDER
DI. SANDY LINDER
1011 N. Alder
Locate~

talent on the team was good," Clayton
said. ·
However, Clayton admitted he
wasn't all that certain about the Kamikazes in the beginning. He said the
team always won by just enough, as
was the case for _both teams in the final games.
"I just kept thinking there is no way
we can win, we're down 12 runs," The
Riches' Sev Hoiness said. "Then Devon Chavez made an incredible diving
catch in right that got everyone going."
The Riches went on to win, and
looking back, Thompson said both
teams always played for fun, avoiding
the seriousness and yelling matches
some other teams got into.

962-2570
cl9se to camp.us

Tandem Jumps
Available

,.,,..,.,,,1
Are you looking for a lob in a fast-paced, fun environment?

lmterpllse 1....1-Car provides you with experience In all areas
of customer service, sales, marketing, and management.
Begin your career with a company that promotes 100%
from within, based I 00% on your performance.
Quarlfied candidates will be high energy, entrepreneurial, competititve
individuals with previous customer service/sales experience.

•llanagemenl Trainee
·
$23• lirsl year

FINALS?
STRESS?
MASSAGE TIME!

•Su••er lnlef'IJ.Sblll. 1 /.
Approx. I 16110/ mont6

925~4147

FINALS?
STRESS?
MASSAGE TIME!

925-4147
MICHAEL FARRELL. LMP
Student/Faculty /Staff Rates

406 N. Sl'RAGV£ (D~ld'1b Saf~a'i)

Sound Interesting? Send or FU resume to:
Enterprise-Rent-A-Car
2000 Benson Rd. South, Suite #250
Renton, WA 98055
FAX c2••> 228-8858
Enterprise
www.erac.com
Pick Enterprise. We'll pick you up.®

«»bserver Cla.ssi-fieds
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK· Come have the best
ummer of your Ifie in Montana. St. Mary Lodge &Resort,
lacier Park's finest now hiring for the 1996 summer
. Call 1(800)368-3689 for an applcation. [)Jn't
ass up the opportunity of alifetime.
UBA LESSONS &SUPPLIES •S~n up now. Contact
ohn Moser Jr. 925·1272
UN SUMMER JOBS -Flying Horseshoe guest ranch for
hildren, near Cle Elum, is hiring boy's and girl's counlors. Enjoy horseback riding, swimming (need two lifeards), hiking, etc, while gaining valuable experience.
alary plus room and board. Call Penny : (509)674-2366
AST FUNDRAISER • Raise $500 in 5days.. Greeks,
roups, clubs, motivated individuals. Fasi, easy--no
inancial obligation. (800) 862-1982 Ext. 33. T/S 1698
eadowood Lane, Reno, NV 89502.
RAVEL ABROAD AND WORK -Make up to $25·45/hr
eaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or
: Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages

required. For information call (200) 971·3570 ext J60931 .
EARN $$$ · $1750 weekly possi>le mailing our circulars.
·For info call (301) 306-1207.
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Skagit Youth Camp:
-Camp Counselors ($1300 for season)
•Activity Counselors ($1300 for season)
•Program Leader ($2200 for season)
•Health Services Coordinator ($2600 for season)
Seattle City l~hfs Skagtt Youth Camp runs from June 14
to August 15. Call (206) 233-2531 for application packe~ or
send cover letter and resume to: Mary D. McKinney, CCD,
Seattle City Light 700 Fifth Avenue,Suite 3100, Seattle WA
98104-5031.
EXTRA SPENDING MONEY! College Students: 12.9 cents
per minute flat rate Long Distance, day or night, anywhere
in the U.S. Great lnfl Rates also. Earn residual income from
other people's long dist. usage. Excellent way to make $$
for school! 'FREE--No signup fees!

'Excellent Commissions! 'No Semng involved!
1-800-732-2863 ext. 2000.10# BO 8489078.
Call NOW! Ifs FREE!
THE GATHERING • ht1p1/www.takeme.com scholarships,
academK: and career resources,intemsh~. sports, news,
entertainmenttravel, music, debates and 1,000s of links!
COLLEGE STUDENTS • Looking for enthusiastic
individuals who are determined to become soccessful w/
our company. Flexible PT &FT, w/ earnings of $3K-5K
roonth~. Call for an appointment 963-8676.
GREAT SUMMER JOBS STILL AVAILABLE·
Camp Zanika, coed resident camp on Lake Wenatchee,
June 16 -August 11, 1996. Cabin Counselors, Lifeguards,
Unit Director &Nurse. Current first aid &CPR by the time
you report to camp. Great experience if you're thinking
about ateaching career. Salary plus room &board. For
application packet or further information call 1·800-548·
8884 or fax: (509) 664-3038.
CONSIDERING ADOPTION • Family comes first for

.

·_

devoted Doctor Dad and stay-at-home Mom eager to adopt CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING ·Earn up to $2,000+/mo.
baby to love and cherish. Please call Lisa &Michael in
working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. Wo~d
Seattle 1-800-281-7302. .
travel. Seasonal &full-time employment available.. No
RSHERIES TECHNICIAN • Work with private
experience necessary. For more information call:
consulting firm investigating fish fauna of the Lower Yakima 1-206-971-3550 ext. C60934.
River Basin. Conduct field work and have an interest in
SUMMER WORK
fisheries biology. Coursework in Biology is desirable. Field
START AT $10.251 PER HOUR
work wil be conducted one day per week. Begins June,
•No experience necessary •Training provided
1996. Part time at $6.00/hour.
• Flexible hours • Scholarship &internship opportunities ..
Call Pat (509) 925-4696 for more details
Seattle
(206) 364-9170
FUN SUMMER JOBS • Flying Horseshoe guest ranch for
Tacoma (206) 589-0304
children, near Cle Elum, is hiring girl's counselors:
Vancouver (360) 735·1587
Enjoy Horseback riding, swimming, hiking, etc. while
Renton
(206) 271-8211
gaining valuable experience. Salary plus room and board.
Everett
(206) 252-4679
Call Penny: (509) 674-2366. ,
Spokane (509) 747·5026
- ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -Students Needed!
Anchorage (901) 562-8880
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000/ per month.
HOUSE SHARE • with cool older dude, in convenient,
Room &Boardl Transportation! male or Female. No
·quiet neighborhood. Summer quarter:$275/month,
experience necessary. Call (206) 971-3510 ext. A60932
all inclusive. 962-6142

·has a wind shear resistance .factor of .027 with a
wariance around the fender skirts of

+ .0014.
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We're
. our 0 pen House \Vi h .·
. d looking for computing and engineering wizards. If that's you , don't· miss
d'
.
m ozens of highly specialized areas If th f . . h
.
. e ave Imme iate opemngs
.
e It is ng t, you could walk awa with
ft Th' .
~
.'
enter the job market or move up in your field S b .
y
an o er.
is is a perfect opportumty to
.
..
. o nng your resume. The Boeing Hi h Tl h 0
.
corriputing .and engineering appli'c·ant F . c
.
g - ec
pen House is only for
' s. , or
. m1ormation
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ca l1 our automated listing at 544-3111.
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.
.
on spec1·fiIC openmgs,
·
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BOEING HIGH-TECH OPEN HOUSE FOR COMPUTING & ENGINEERING PROFESSIONALS
MAY 29 & 30, 4:00-9:00P.M.
·
MUSEUM OF FLIGHT
9404 ~ast Marginal Way South (At south end of Boeing Field) .

The
Boeing .CompanY 18
· an Equal Opportunity Employer
-

